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Since P.A. Meyer showed, assuming the constants harmonic, that the cone of non-negative hyperharmonic functions defined by a Brelot sheaf coincided with the cone of functions excessive with respect to a Hunt process, axiomatic potential theory has been widely considered to be a special case of the probabilistic theory of potential.
In both potential theories Martin compactifications of the state space X can be constructed, given suitable assumptions, c.f. [8] and [14] . Except in the case of a Brownian motion it was not known whether the axiomatic Martin compactification could be obtained by the probabilistic procedure from a corresponding Hunt process. The aim of this article is to show that this is indeed possible.
The probabilistic Martin compactifications constructed by H. Kunita and T. Watanabe in [8] exist when the Hunt process has a suitable dual. It is shown in theorem 5.4 that, with certain assumptions, to each harmonic sheaf 96 there corresponds a Hunt process which has a dual in the sense of [8] . Further, if G is a suitable Green function for the given sheaf 36, then in proposition 6.6 it is shown that, for XQ E X, there exists a "normalizing" measure p E OTI^X) with y -> j G(x, y) p(dx) = G(XQ ,y) outside a compact neighbourhood of XQ. By combining these two results it is then shown in theorem 6.9 that the corresponding axiomatic Martin compactification of X can be obtained by probabilistic methods.
The author wishes to thank M. Sieveking for his kind permission to make use of [13] and also of another unpublished work in which the duality question was investigated. In this second work the sheaf 96 was essentially assumed to have an adjoint sheaf 96*. The author has been able, by refining [13] , to use the "adjoint" process in place of the adjoint sheaf and to extend, in paragraphs three and four, Sieveking's unpublished results on duality to a fairly extensive class of Hunt processes.
The subscripts "6", "c" and "o" are used to denote "bounded", "compact support" and "vanishing at infinity" in the following sense : OTl^(X) is the set of bounded positive Radon measures on X, etc.
The author thanks N.X. Loc for pointing out an error in an earlier proof of lemma 3.1.
Basic Lemmas.
The lemmas and proposition in this paragraph are due to Sieveking [13] . Let X denote a locally compact space with countable base and 96 a strict harmonic sheaf (in the sense of Bauer [ 1 ]) on X for which 1 is superharmonic. Let & denote the cone of non-negative hyperharmonic functions.
If A C X and u G S, let R^u and R^u denote respectively the reduite and balayee of u relative to A. For ^GOTl^(X) denote bŷ A the balayee of ^ relative to A. Denote by R^ the map /-> R^/, where R^/(x) = <c^, />. The value of R^/at jc will also be denoted by R^(x , /). Then R^ is a kernel on (X , (B), (^ the a-field of universally measurable subsets of X and ^A == ^n R^ .
Let S C § be the cone of superharmonic functions. The T-topology on S is the weak topology defined by the linear maps u -> R<p u(x\ with $ € (°^(X) and x ^ supp <&. The operator R^ is defined by setting R^u(x) = J R(^>^O-)A, u G S. The basic properties of the T-topology can be found in [4] or [12] .
For each $ € <°^(X) and x E X there is a unique measure £^ such that R^ M(JC) = <e^ , u> , V M e §. The T-topology is metrizable and there exists (^) C 01^ W, each ^ of the form E^, x ^ supp $, such that, for (i^) C S, lim ^ = u e S if and only if lim < ^, u^> == < ^ , u > for all n. 3) each potential p is of the form p(x) = f G(x,y)^(dy), e OTT^X) (.11 is r/!^ ^rn^e [12] ) ; and 4) y -> Gy is continuous.
Remark. -If 96 satisfies the axioms of Brelot and the hypothesis of proportionality, Mme. Herve proved that a Green function for 96 exists (see [7] , Proposition 18.1).
From now on it will be assumed that 9€ has a Green function.
where G(x, ^) = G*(^, x). Then it follows that <^,Ga> = <a,G*/i>. Hence (^ = aR^ = a.
Let /, g be non-negative functions on X. Set f^o(g) if for any £ > o there exists a compact set K C X with f(x) < £^(x) on X\K (see [3] ). Proof. -There exists an increasing sequence (A^) of compact subsets A^ of X with A = supp a C A^ C A^ C A^+^ , V^, and X = ^ A^. Let ^ E ©(X) be such that IX\A^ < ^ < IX\A^-For each n, set /^(^) = <(7, R^, G >. The function /" is continuous. Let x G A. The measures £ ^w are carried by the compact set K^ = A^+i\A^. The continuity of G implies, since ||£^|| < 1, that on X\K^ the functions y -> R (x , Gy) are equicontinuous. Hence, /" is continuous on X\K^. If y^ -^ ^ with (^j^) C X\A^_i, the functions^--^ R^, (x , Gy ) < G(x , ^) and x -> R^, (x , G^,) < G(x , >0 are uniformly bounded on the compact set A. Hence, sincê Since Gy is a potential, R Gy ^ 0 as n -^ °°. Hence, the func- Proof. -Let G be a Green function for 9€ and let (?") C JH^X) be a sequence that defines the T-topology on S. Let X=U A^A^CA^CAŵ compact, Vw, and set ?"", == ?" |A^. Write the family (?",") as a sequence (r^). For each y E X there exists n with <r^ , Gy>^0 as otherwise G = 0.
For each n, let ^ € ^(X) be such that :
(1) G*r^Eo(G*^), (2) G^GC^X), and (3)^>r^.
By induction on <7 it can be shown that there exists a sequence of sequences (b ) C R^ with the following properties : on X. Clearly, ^ G* r^. € o ( ^ G* ^.) and so G* a G o(^).
. This is a Green function for S^ and has the desired properties.
Adjoint Resolvents.
In this paragraph let G be a fixed Green function for 96 such that (1) aGOlZ^(X), finite, continuous on S implies G* a E ^(X) and (2) there exists T? E OIZ^X) with G* T? = 1.
Denote by 8* the convex cone of functions / which are the limit of an increasing sequence of functions of the form G^^E^X). Proof. -Let (?") C OH^X) be a sequence that defines the Ttopology on S and let (A^) be an increasing sequence of compact sets with X = U A^. The remark (b) following theorem XT4 in [9] shows that W* satisfies the complete maximum principle. Let /" G ^ be such that p^dx) = f^(x) ^(dx), where
is a sequence that defines the T-topology with each ?" absolutely continuous with respect to ^n. Then it follows that
=<Pn .G^±>. Remarks. -1) The proof that H is dense in 6(XJ is due to Sieveking [13] .
2) Unless G is such that 1 E &* the complete maximum principle appears false. At any rate W* will satisfy the principle of domination. When 1 G g* then for c > 0 there exists r G ^^(X) with G*r<l and (1 4-£) G* r + W*<p > W* ô n supp ^ (and hence on X) whenever 1 + W* <^ > W* \(/ on supp ^ . Consequently proposition 2.4 is still valid.
Proof, -Since W* is a Hunt kernel it is the potential kernel of a Feller semigroup. As a result it has a submarkovian resolvent (W^)^>Q.
Any (W^)^>o excessive function is the limit of an increasing sequence of functions of the form W*/, /G tf^, and so is in g*.
Let JLI G OK^X). Then since G*^ is lower semi-continuous the proof of theorem XT4 in [9] shows that G*/x is supermedian. The resolvent (W^>o is such that XW^Cx , <^) ->-(p(x) as X -> oo,V jc EX and <?€:<?,, and hence (see proposition 6 in [2]) a lower semicontinuous supermedian function is excessive
The cone <S* is the cone of excessive functions relative to a Feller semigroup. Further, the hypothesis (L) of P.A. Meyer is satisfied and so, for any set E C X and u € §*, the reduite and balayee of u relative to E are defined. They will be denoted by R^and R(*K respectively. The operator R^* is a kernel, usually denoted in probabilistic theory by P^. The functions R^u and R^u, u E <g* depend only on the cone S* and not on the particular process which is used to define them. The prefix "*" will be used to indicate that the object is to be understood relative to S* or (W^)^>o. To prove (1*) for 0 fine open, universally measurable, let A C 0 be universally measurable. Then
Let IJL denote a fixed admissable measure and denote by S* = S*QLI) C §*, the cone of excessive functions (with respect to W*(^, dx) = G*(^, x) fJi(dx)) which are finite except on a set A of potential W*l^ equal to zero.
Mokobodzki has shown (see for example [11] When e generates tf? and is the cone of excessive functions, relative to a submarkovian resolvent (V^)^>Q with V = VQ proper then there exist finite (even bounded) strict excessive functions of the form Vf (c.f. [15] ). If V is bounded then VI is strict. Here one assumes that 1 is excessive and that the minimum of two excessive functions is excessive. (see [ 10] ). The continuity of a implies < a, inf w^ > = < a , (inf H^ ) >. Proof. -Let p be a finite strict *-excessive function. Then R^oP =^ p and so there exists a G OTI^X) finite and continuous on S* with < a , R^o^ ^ <^ ,P>' Since < a , R^op>=<a,R^p> this implies a(0) > 0.
LetT? =a|O.ThenG7?(x)<Ga(x) = <a,G^> 4-oo,VjcG X.
Remark. -The "dual" of this proposition is clearly true in view of lemma 1.1. 2) G*7? is finite on a dense set ;
(1*) a is admissable ; and (2*) Go is finite on a dense set.
Proof. -Let i/E OTT^X) be such that Gv is bounded, continuous and strict. Let (>") C W^(X) be such that v = y i^.Then Fix y E X and let g^(x) = R^(y , G^) and g^x) = R^(x, G^). These two excessive functions agree on X\E and on the fine inter-
The dual argument proceeds in exactly the same way up to the moment where it is shown that ACE implies A = 0. In the dual case the set A is fine open and so by proposition 2.7 if x €: A,
Hence, A = 0. The remainder of the argument is formal.
Remark. -The basic idea of this proof is due to Sieveking (in the axiomatic context referred to in the introduction). Proof. -There exists an increasing sequence (G*^) with u = sup G*7?y,. The sequence of measures (17^) is increasing for the n balayage order -^ defined by the sheaf and is dominated by E( relative to -<). Consequently, this sequence has a weak limit a. Since G*a < lim inf G*r^ = u it suffices to prove T^ ^ a, for each n.
Since the continuous potentials with compact support determine -^ it is enough to show that <r]^,q> !!^< a,q>ifq is continuous and < p, where p is a finite continuous strict potential.
Let r be a continuous finite potential with p E o(r). Then, if £ > 0 there exists ^ E Q^(x) with (i) 0 < ^ < 1 and (ii) p < er on (<^ < 1). Hence, if 0 < q < p is a continuous potential, for each n, < r\^,q > « ^ , q^p > + £r(^) and so <7^,<7>«a,^>+ 2er(x) in n is sufficiently great.
Balayage and *-balayage
Let X be locally compact with a countable base and let (f^ be the a-field of universally measurable sets. 6) E C X closed, x ^y E X, imply R^(y , G^) = R^(x, Gy) ;
7) The a-fields generated by the excessive and *-excessive functions both contain all Borel sets.
Note that '^-fine open" means "fine open relative to the resolvent (V^\>o". The prefix *-will be consistently used in this manner.
Remark. -Let (V\)^>o be the resolvent defined by a bounded continuous strict potential p. Let G be a Green function of the type considered in paragraph two. Let (V^\>o be the resolvent defined by an admissable measure. Then the above hypotheses are satisfied. Since the excessive and *-excessive functions are lower semicontinuous the following result is a formal consequence of lemma 3.1. The proof, which is a variant of the proof of proposition 2.12, is given in full detail for the reader's convenience. 
Fix y G X. Let g, (x) = R^(y , G^) and let ^(^) = RE^ . G^)-These two excessive functions agree on X\E and on the fine interior of E g^(x) == G(x , y) > g^ (x). Hence, Ry(x , Gy) > R^(y , G^*).
Remark -This proof, but using open sets in place of fine open sets and making more use of continuity, was given by Sieveking in the axiomatic setting referred to in the introduction. [7] ) for which RpGy = Ga^y.
Proof. -In view of the remark preceding lemma 3.1 the measure R^(y ,-), intrinsically defined by §* and also by any admissable measure, satisfies R^(y , G^) = Ry(x , Gy) where this second balayee is intrinsically defined by the sheaf 36. COROLLARY 3.5. -Let 3€ and G satisfy the hypotheses of the previous corollary and let W* be the kernel defined by means of an admissable measure ^ and G. //G defines an adjoint sheaf W (see [7] ) then the cone of excessive functions, relative to W*, coincides with the cone <°* of non-negative *-hyperharmonic functions.
Proof. -^ As W*((^.) is dense in Q^ corollaire I* p. 552 in [7] implies that R^ is the corresponding balayage kernel for ge*. Hence, u E e* implies M+W*<^>W*I// if it holds on {^ > 0} and so <3* C 8*\ the cone of *-supermedian functions. Corollary 3.4 implies 8* C C* and as W*l is strict for &*,&*= C* by [16] 
Proof. -R^(x , s) =ffR^(x , dz) G(z , y) fi(dy) =fR^(y G!)^(dy)
=<^,G^>=GOiR^)Oc).
The general case is proved by an easy induction on n. Proof. -Since V is proper, a finite, strict, strictly positive, excessive function of the form p = Va = Gp. exists (see [15] and (7)). In [15] it is shown that A C X is semipolar if and only if A = U A^, Proof. -Let a E OH^X). Then < a , G^> « a , Gi/> and so <p., G^o ><<^, G*a>. Since each *-excessive function M is the limit of an increasing sequence of functions of the form G*a the result is established.
If GfJi == Gv then jn and v agree on *-excessive functions. In view of (7) yi = v since the cone of bounded ""-excessive functions is infimum closed and contains 1 (see IT20 in [9] ).
Regular Potentials.
In this paragraph several results of Constantinescu in [5] are obtained in a more general setting. In addition to the hypotheses of the preceding paragraph, the resolvents (\\\^o are assumed to satisfy the following conditions : (C) <^ € <^. implies \\p and V*<^ finite, continuous ;
Remarks. -1) (S) is equivalent to saying that the cones of excessive and *-excessive functions both separate the points of X.
2) These hypotheses are satisfied by the resolvents considered in the remark preceding lemma 3.1. In what follows use will be made of the next lemma, which is a corollary of Bauer's Minimum Principle (c.f. The following sequence of lemmas will be used to relate the conclusion of proposition 4.3 to the notion of a regular potential. and let ^ ={W(p|<^E ^}. Let s' = inf ^. Then, by corollary 7.2 in the appendix, s' is excessive and s' -^ s, i.e. 5 -s' is excessive. Hence, s' and also each W<^, <p G g, are continuous on A.
Dini's theorem implies, £ > 0 given, that there exists <po E ŵ ith W<^ < 5' + e on A if ^ G ^ and (^ < ^. Let X E R be such that A-^o) < x <S'(XQ) + £ and let U be a neighbourhood of XQ with s' < \ < s 9^ + £ on U H A. Then ^ G g, and ^ < <^o implies W<^ < X + £ on A 0 U and so RAHU ( w<^) < X + £.
Choose <^ E g, ^ < ^ with supp ^ C U. Since W<^-^ 5, R^5 = 5 implies RJWp) = W<^. Lemma 4.5 implies RAH^^) = W<^?. Hence, lim sup WpOc) < X + £ < ^(^o) + 2e < W<p(;Co) + 2e. 
r/z^^z GfJL is a regular potential
Proof. -(Constantinescu [5] ). As G is lower semi-continuous E = {s = + 00} is a polar set. Then (2) implies Wig = 0 and so ^i(E)= 0.
Let A C X be compact and such that s | A is finite and continuous, Then Wl^ is finite and continuous on A. Lemma 4.6 implies Wl^ continuous.
Let X = U Ay, , A^ compact with \ C A^ + ^ Lusin's theorem implies that, for each n, there is a sequence (By,^) of disjoint compact subsets B^ C A^ \(E U A^_i) such that 
Application to Duality Theory.
The hypotheses made in paragraphs one and two are assumed to hold.
DEFINITION 5.1. -A resolvent (V\\>o is said to correspond to a sheaf 9€ if the cone of excessive functions coincides with the cone of non-negative hyperharmonic functions.
If 36 is a strict Bauer sheaf then it is well known that there exist submarkovian resolvents that correspond to 96 which are the resolvents of Hunt semigroups (theorem 2, Kapitel III in [6] or [16] ). One of the principal results of this article is the following theorem which shows that KW-duals exist in the setting of axiomatic potential theory. Proof. -Let ^G ^(X) be such that (a) Gv(x) is bounded continuous and strict and (b) G*v is finite on a dense set (see proposition 2.11). The kernel W(x , dy) = G{x , y) v(dy) has a resolvent which corresponds to 96 and is the resolvent of a Hunt semigroup (see [16] ).
Let v* be an admissable measure with Gv* finite on a dense set (proposition 2.11). Denote by m the measure ^ ^ ^. It is clearly admissable.
n Further, the potential p = Gm can be seen to be strict in the sense of [16] .
Clearly, V and V* are in duality with respect to m if
It follows that the corresponding resolvents (V^)^ and (V^)^o, which exist in view of the choice of w, are in duality [8] .
It remains to consider condition (KW3). For the resolvent (^Oo it is clearly satisfied since V* is the potential kernel of a Feller semigroup and V* is strong Feller in the sense of [2] . In the case of (V^\^ for (KW3) (1) it suffices to note that eacĥ G 6^ is the uniform limit of a sequence of differences of conti-nuous bounded superharmonic functions (see the approximation theorem of Mme Herve in [7] ). The second condition, (KW3) (2), holds because V is a strong Feller kernel.
The last statement follows from corollary 3.5 while the fourth statement follows from corollary 3.3 and proposition 4.1 in [16] .
Application to the Martin Compactification.
The sheaf 96 will now be supposed to be a Brelot sheaf possessing a positive potential, with 1 superharmonic, and such that the hypothesis of proportionality is satisfied. For such a sheaf Green functions exist. Let G be a Green function for 96 satisfying the conditions in proposition 1.5.
Let (Krt)d^A ^e a fa^ly °f continuous functions K^ : X \D^ -> R, D^ compact V a E A. Then there is a unique compactification X of X such that (1) all the functions K^ have continuous extensions to X\D^, and (2) their extensions separate the points of the boundary X\X (c.f. proposition 1 in [14] ). It is not hard to show that this compactification is independent of the point XQ and that it can be identified with the subspacê (A), A a base of the cone ^ (c.f. [14] ).
Denote by n* a continuous, finite and strictly positive function which coincides with G(XQ , -) outside a compact neighbourhood A of XQ. Proof. -(KW3) (1) implies that any *-supermedian lower semicontinuous function is *-excessive. Hence, 1 is *-excessive. Since by (KW3) (2) any *-excessive function is lower semi-continuous, this implies that the minimum of two *-excessive functions is *-excessive.
Let YQ £ X and ^ E <^(E) be such that ^ < 1 == ^(y^). Let 0 = {\p > 0}. Since (V^)^Q is closed an arguement used in proposition 2.7 implies that, for all x € X, if and Go is a Green function the condition (KW3) (2) implies/is continuous on X\supp (p in view of the formula,
Consequently, / is continuous on X and so G is a Green function. and hence G* vanishes at infinity. XQ Consequently, if 0 < X < G(x^ ,XQ) it follows that n* = inf (G^ , X) is a finite, continuous function which coincides with G* outside a o compact neighbourhood of XQ , Since n* < G* the result follows from lemma 2.13.
x o Let (V^\>o be a resolvent on (X , tf3) and let ((V^)^ , w) be a KW dual of (V^)^g. Denote by G the o-potential kernel. Proof. -By theorem 5.4 there exists a KW dual ((V^)^o,m) for (V^)^Q. Further, proposition 6.6 implies that if, as may be assumed, the o-potential kernel G is a Green kernel for 96 satisfying the conditions in proposition 1.5, then a normalizing measure p exists such that G*p coincides with G^ outside a compact neighbourhood of XQ. Hence, the result follows from proposition 6.3.
Appendix
The hypothesis (L) is assumed. Since these inequalities hold for inf ^ = w the first result follows.
Also UQ = vi^ + ^, V^z and so ^ = w 4-r, ^ excessive. Hence, w(x) = w(^) on (UQ < oo).
If VQ^ u, \fu E^, then VQ 4-^ = w^, ^ excessive. Hence, PO + v = w, y = inf v^ and so VQ + y = w. This proves (1) for u finite. Note that u < u implies u(E , F) < M'(E , F). Hence, (1) follows for arbitrary u by passing to the limit, using u^ == min (u, n).
Let ^ G X and let K(u -v) = u(E , F)(x) -r(E,F) (^), where u, v are bounded excessive functions. Then £ is a positive linear form on E, the vector space of differences of bounded excessive functions.
In view of the above, ^u v + £ = £^ + £^ on E and so £ satisfies the Daniell condition : (/") C & and/" 4< 0 implies J^UO. Since g is a subvector lattice of tf3^ it follows that there is a unique measure c ^' F) which represents £ on &. Clearly, Ul. +^E,F) ^ +â nd further, the family (^'^^ex ls a kernel R,^ ^.
Let ^ E ^(X). Then ^E UF + ^R(E,F) = ^E + ^F.
Remark. -The result is true without the hypothesis (L) if E and F are taken to be nearly Borel. 
